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ABSTRACT
A major challenge of recommender systems is to help users locating
interesting items. Personalized recommender systems have become
very popular as they attempt to predetermine the needs of users
and provide them with recommendations to personalize their navigation. However, few studies have addressed the question of what
drives the users’ attention to specific content within the collection
and what influences the selection of interesting items. To this end,
we employ the lens of Information Foraging Theory (IFT) to image
recommendation to demonstrate how the user could utilize visual
bookmarks to locate interesting images. We also found that the
recommended image collection with visual bookmarks (cues) leads
to a stronger scent. In this paper, we investigate a personalized
content-based image recommendation system to understand what
expropriates user attention by reinforcing visual attention based
on IFT. Our evaluation is based on the Pinterest image collection
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1

INTRODUCTION

Searching the Web is an important part of many people’s everyday
life. Retrieved online content is usually the outcome of generic
user searches include textual documents, images, etc. As of now,
the general searching method users employ is based on keywords,
which is supported by almost every commercial search engine.
Often users are also pointed to information by means of recommendation, which can for instance be based on similarity of documents
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or user profiles. To improve the effectiveness of search, there is an
increasing interest in personalized or user-dependent search [3].
Personalized search systems expect to deduce user search preferences received from user feedback, which is crucial in web searches
and image recommendation. People often find it very challenging
when searching for images as in various situations they only know
which images are relevant after they see them. Their cognitive
abilities can understand an image when they see it in front, but
their mind has confined ability to manifest a rich object like an
image. This regular conscious consumption of information leads
to the problem of information overload, for information that we
are interested in is much harder to locate. People, in general, reflect an image based on the images seen before. Textual and visual
representations in search engine result pages (SERPs) can be perceived in the context of a seminal state within Information Foraging
Theory [2, 15, 16]. Information Foraging Theory postulates that
users look at those information patches which have the strongest
scent, where the scent strength is estimated by textual and visual
cues from the information environment, contemplating the cue’s
relevance to the search task. After users start interacting with textbased recommender engines they provide the system with clues
about their personalized preferences. The so gathered preferences
are used to increase users’ visual attention to enhance personalized image recommendation. The concept of foraging intervention,
which we argue can be used in explainable recommendation, refers
to a task of selecting the right item from a list of recommended
documents or images, presenting that these interventions can coherently shape the information scent effects of user preferences,
where the correct foraging strategy not only helps inferring those
preferences, but also minimising users’ cognitive load.
In this paper, we have collected real image data including visual bookmarks from a popular image-based social media network
(Pinterest). In order to assess user attention within the recommended images from the test collection and the effects of making a choice among them, we investigated the impact of visual
bookmarks pinned to every image by determining the information
scent of images. Also, we explored the foraging effects of image
recommendation in terms of user engagement and satisfaction.
The contribution of this work is two-fold:

• We propose a personalized recommendation system for image search that incorporates users’ visual attention to recommended items;
• We describe the user-dependent aspects we observe during
foraging intervention across various effects of scent on a
recommendation.
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RELATED WORK

The work in this paper rests on prior research in various areas, particularly Information Foraging Theory from behavioral psychology,
image-based recommender systems, and image representation and
content classification from machine learning.
Information Foraging Theory: Information Foraging Theory [16]
aims to model the information retrieval behavior which includes
how information seekers navigate through information environments such as the web and help users finding their search strategies.
Based on this theory, the user behavior to forage in the webpages
(which are our information patches, see below) for specific information by trailing the information features (cues) on the Web is drawn
by the patch’s scent (information clues). In general, the foraging
theory is based on the cost (time spent in search) and benefit (information consumption) assessments, and contemplation that people
or animals recline toward rational strategies to maximize their information access or energy over an expanse of a given time. To
adopt IFT for information seeking behavior which includes locating
valuable pieces of information (document, image or other forms
of data), seekers need to constantly evaluate cues from the online
content spread over the Web. To this end, IFT follows three major
concepts, which are: (i) Information Patch designates a physical and
conceptual space [5] of information which includes a webpage or
an image divided into several regions where each region1 is made
of pixels; (ii) Information Scent refers to the user’s individual semantic compatibility to information objects and the preferred paths
while navigating among/between patches via cue to estimate which
nearest navigation path negotiates the probable value of distinct
information object. Examples of information scent are visual or textual representations of the content i.e., text labels, tags, color or font.
And (iii) Information Diet refers to the combined set of information
that has some perceived value to a searcher, who then emulates
the set of information and neglects the rest [15]. Unfavorable information is emulated if a searcher pursues a generalized diet that
comprises every genre of information confronted. A searcher will
then spend much time searching if the information diet is overly
idiosyncratic, that is, only some genres of information are available
in the information diet.
Liu et al. [13] investigated an adaptive user interaction framework by applying IFT to demonstrate the effects of image search
experience based on various user types realized during the quantitative analyses of three derived evaluations. Based on different user
types for content-based image retrieval, Liu et al. [12] demonstrated
an IFT inspired user classification model to understand the users’
interaction by functioning the model on several interaction features
collected from the screen capture of various user task types on a
content-based image retrieval system. They evaluated the classification model by performing qualitative data analysis and found
that the six characteristics in the model are consistent with those
interaction features which built a preliminary practice to study user
interaction/behavior via IFT.

1 generally

rectangular, or could be of different shape based on the selected region of
the object in an image
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Personalized Image Recommendation: The recent advancements
in personalized image recommendation pave the way for various image recommender systems which include image-aware and imageunaware recommendation models, specifically on social network
data. These two types of image recommender systems overlay various schemes introduced in [1, 7], which efficaciously opt out images
from a large collection of candidates that fit user’s preference. The
first type, image-aware recommender models, solely focuses on
image representations and user modeling [1, 7], where representing
images expressively and differentially has become one of the motives for image recommendations. However, He and McAuley [7]
developed a model to exploit a pre-trained deep neural network,
which supports the extraction of visual semantic embeddings from
matrices containing images’ pixels. This method lacks the image
visual features in an immense fine-grained level because of treating
an image as a whole single object. Recent work [1] proposed a multimedia recommendation model with an attention network side-byside, which considers capturing image segments with comparative
importance. In fact, this technique splits an image into equal-sized
regions with the exclusion of semantic objects. We reckon that
user preference to a definite image is supported by the inclusion of
object semantics and exclusion of semantic objects leads to fallacy
in image selection, descending the entire effectiveness of image
recommendation.
On the other hand, the image-unaware recommendation models
are entirely based on user modeling rather than considering the
visual features of images. For instance, a user-item interaction
without image information was described in [18] which introduces
a pairwise learning algorithm with implicit feedback. However, few
techniques are developed to pilot behavior patterns or user profiles
systematically to renovate the performance of recommendations [8–
10]. Past work [19] introduced a task (topic) sensitive model to
characterise effects of the social network in a personalized image
recommendation task. In our work we will investigate a contentbased image recommendation in which we transform the image
items in the representation space to recommend (or search) for
identical items.

3

PERSONALIZED SEARCH
RECOMMENDATION

We develop a personalized search recommendation engine for image searching based on what we call the User-Image-Cue model. The
schematic architecture is depicted as Figure 1. In the User-ImageCue model, users, images and (re-ranked) cues are framed on the
left hand side of the figure within the interlinked graph. Their connection and role within the recommendation process is explained
below. The advantage of adopting content-based recommendation
over collaborative filtering is that it does not have the cold start
problem [11] where a new item (or user) is introduced without
previous history, as well as sufficient amount of data, whereas the
latter exploits the users’ correlation to make a recommendation.
The content-based recommendation engine directs the image objects in the representation space, which permits to recommend for
similar items.
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train the images with {image, label} dataset using a neural network,
which then transform the image matrix representation (for instance
224x224x3) to a much smaller vector representation (image2vec).
This method can be used to compute the similarity between various
images (or look for close vectors that depicts similar images).
The motivation to adopt such interpretation is due to characterising the behavioral aspects of interactive elements (tags, cues
and search interface, etc.) in recommendation system as opposed
to focus on techniques developing a unified personalized RecSys,
which is more or less based on learning or adopting features from
user instead of bringing user-driven explainability in such system.
Also, our proposed personalized recommendation engine can be
supported with Pinterest image search algorithm [21] which has a
quite better performance in terms of querying with text.

Figure 1: Personalized Image Recommendation
As per the above architecture, we make personalized search
recommendations for image searching as shown in Figure 2 (which
consists of four screen shots of our recommendation prototype).

Image Features: We use different features to characterise images
such as content, texture, color, and description/title. We train classifiers for each of these features on ImageNet, and employed each
of them on images to extract the connected information.
We use a pre-trained ResNet50 model [6] to train our content
classifier on ImageNet3 which detects almost over 1000 different
objects. Also, to predict the color (classification), we apply an unsupervised k-means clustering to match predominate colors to the
generic color labels using html color scheme.

4

Figure 2: Personalized Search Recommendation Interface
In the first phase (top left part of the figure), we have added a
Pinterest board widget in the recommendation engine where the
user inputs his/her board name2 as a keyword-based query and it
syncs the entire image collection in real-time from the specified
Pinterest board. Users seeing the search result in the second phase
(top right part of the figure) will be given several preferences based
on their current search result to choose from, and if chosen the
recommendation system again retrieves similar items (indicated by
the green arrows in the figure pointing to different results in the
bottom right and bottom left, respectively). Each and every image
from the collection includes a cue associated with it.
Image Representation: The image representation technique follows the hard-coded features of images which is a way to scale
down computation, and as a simplified scenario of image embedding [4], similar to word embedding (word2vec) where we first
2 Similar

to boards known in Pinterest, a board in our sense allows people to organize
all their visual cues around diverse interests, ideas and plans

FORAGING EFFECTS

The first work on Visual Information Foraging can be traced in [17]
to find information more quickly when there is a strong information scent [2] realised from cognitive perspectives. In this paper,
we apply visual Information Foraging on a personalized image
recommendation scenario to understand what drives a user to a
generic search result (i.e., image) in terms of user engagement and
satisfaction.
We describe the effects of foraging in the context of image search
which propagates implicit feedback for a content-based recommendation. In order to understand the personalized search recommendation interface by means of Information Foraging Theory, we
formulate this recommendation system where the search engine
result page (SERP) can be viewed as information patch together
with all possible image views shapes a topology. The user aims
to locate the interesting item in order to attain a decision in the
foraging loop [15].
We hypothesize images as exemplary image patches4 that can be
reached via cues while viewing an image content when it enables
user cognitive beliefs. A user can activate such key beliefs via generating implicit cues to perceive ideas and plans for seeking, gathering
and information consumption. In the same way animals believe on
scents to forage [16] which is analogous to users following various
kinds of cues in assessing image contents and navigating across
patch spaces depend on images’ scent.
Images and tags form cues that correspond to an information
scent. To acquire more information for locating the interesting image the cues compose the information diet and information access
costs. The above discussion leads to three variables that can be
interpreted via the personalized image recommendation system –
3 https://pjreddie.com/darknet/imagenet/#resnet50
4 Images

patches are image regions of a particular image when treated separately
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the strength of the information scent, the effort involved in making conscious consumption about the image information and the
information access cost for seeking extra information about an
image.
Thus, from an IFT perspective, an image I consists of n image
patches I = {Ipi, 1 , Ipi, 2 , ..., Ipi,n }. For each image patch Ipi, j (j =
1, 2, ..., n) we investigate those m patches whose attention by the
user U is known and share the strong information scent with Ipi, j .
Empirically, we compute the information scent of these image
patches based on the frequency of user preferences for particular content. We use a psychometric scale such as Likert scale of
1-10 with ’1’ being least frequently to ’10’ being most frequently for
evaluation of the recommendation system. The information scent
of every user preference based on the recommendation is reported
in Table 1.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
5.1 Data Collection
To evaluate the proposed recommendation system (RecSys), we
compiled a real image dataset from Pinterest.com, a popular visual
discovery sharing platform. We collected over 1116 images belonging to two categories of foods which includes Spaghetti Bolognese
and Zoodles. We split the image data into 67% train and 33% test
data. The associated information labels such as title and description
with the images may indicate a very complex concept, where we
use Naive Bayes to count the frequency of keywords (after data
cleaning process).

5.2

Results

This section reports the evaluation result of user preferences based
on the personalized image recommendation. We denote information
scent and recommendation by “IS” and “R” respectively. In Table 1,
each recommendation (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 , R 5 ) is ordered based on the
strong information scent of user preferences, in which Ri represents the inferred preferences of the user based on the i-th most
liked images (e.g., “Bolognese” and “Zoodles” for R 1 ) in the respective food categories collection. This means that those preferences
with higher information scent are likely to be recommended to and
attained by the searcher. This foraging-based observation makes
users more likely to adopt visual bookmarks (visual cues) with little
effort by hovering over recommended images instead of memorising the items themselves (with the latter discussed in [20]). This
approach helps avoiding the searcher not to consume any sort of
extra information diet (by memorising either items or buttons/tags).
If we interpret our scenario in terms of Information Foraging
Theory, an image having either “Bolognese” or “Zoodles” (as in
R 1 ) has a strong information scent. This means that such an image,
presented as information patches, receives a comparatively large
degree of attention by the user while likely to consume maximum
information (information diet) and having lower information access
costs, for instance in terms of the time spent on search.

6

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This paper has investigated a personalized image recommendation
system from an Information Foraging perspective. To this end, we
conducted an empirical evaluation of user preferences in terms of
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Spaghetti Bolognese
Zoodles
User Preferences IS User Preferences
R1
Bolognese
10
Zoodles
R2
Spaghetti
7
Zucchini
R3
Recipe
6
Easy
R4
Sauce
6
Pasta
R5
Easy
3
Chicken
Table 1: Information scent of User Preferences

Food Categories

information scent to get some first understanding of the effects of
user attention during an image recommendation scenario in the
context of IFT. This work found that:
(1) Information scent of an image has user-dependent aspects
and users’ scent of the same image can differ (For instance;
"Bolognese" and "Spaghetti");
(2) The overall information scent of an image (as described
in [14]) becomes stronger when adding cues;
(3) Reinforcing visual attention has a strong information scent,
however, in some situations, the images’ scent can exceed
the cues’ scent.
We intend to scale up this study on a large test collection of images
with varied categories that provide human expertise for characterising the images including its applicability in an explainable
recommendation. Also, this work as the preliminary practice on
applying IFT in recommendation system opens the door to evaluate such scenarios on other performance measures that can shed
more light on efficiency and effectiveness by exploring interactions
between information scent and cue strength.
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